
OUR FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
Measure 1-5 Choir can enter dancing, making lots of “fiesta” noise and atmosphere.
Measure 6-9 Do a slow Cha-Cha (two measures to complete one complete step).
Measure 10 Sway LT, RT and clap on beats 3 and 4.
Measure 11 Mambo.
Measure 12-13 Return to cha-cha ending on second beat 3 and clap on the and of 3 and on beat 4.
Measure 14 Make fists and hold up, each circling upward four times.
Measure 15 Sway RT, LT, RT, LT with jazz hands, palms out moving downward with each sway.
Measure 16 Right hand reach out to right and bring in, then left hand reach out to left and bring in.
Measure 17 Step right with arms opening out and up, then step left with arms coming back to sides.
Measure 18-19 Repeat as in Measure 14-15.
Measure 20 Hands flat on chest or heart, elbows out and pulse two times leaning towards the right,

then two times leaning towards the left.
Measure 21 Arms high with jazz hands above head, palms out and shaking. Stop shaking and hold in

place on beat 4.
Measure 22 Hands come down and cross over chest on beat 2, then down to sides on beat 4. Both

movements strong and crisp.
Measure 23-30 Repeat as in Measure 6-13.
Measure 31-36 Main group “grapevine” RT, LT and continue through Measure 36.

SMALL GROUP DOES FOLLOWING MOVEMENT
Measure 31-32 Sway RT, LT, RT, L.
Measure 33 Cross arms  above chest with open hands on beat 1.

Uncross and make fists on beat 2.
Arms extend high with open hands then back down to fists on beat 3 (two moves on the
eighth notes)
Hands “present” forward on beat 4. Fingers together, elbows in at waist.

Measure 34 Sway right on beat 1, snap both hands at right on beat 2
Right hand goes to side while left hand, palm down “slides” under chin to left on beat 3.
Body puts weight on slightly bent left leg, right leg extends out to right with right hand
“sliding” down side of body on beat 4.

Measure 35-36 Sway RT, LT, RT, LT.

ALL DO FOLLOWING MOVEMENTS
Measure 37 Right jazz up, left jazz up on beat 1 (two moves on the eighth note).

Form into fists on beat 2.
Move arms with fists in rhythm by pulling elbows downward and lowering fists RT, LT,
RT on beat “3 and” (two eighth notes) 4.

Measure 38 Open arms outward to front while moving to a new position adding the small group.
Measure 39 Same as in Measure 22.
Measure 40 Right hand shoulder high and out to right on beat 2. Left hand does same on beat 4.

These should be strong movements, as in Measure 39.
Measure 41-49 Main group repeats movements done in previous chorus.

Small group “grapevines” RT then LT, then “shimmies” forward and back, then forward
and back. Continue repeating this four-measure pattern.
Add variety by some forming a “conga” line or dancing with colored streamers, confetti, or
any “fiesta” prop. This should be the biggest and most colorful part of the performance.

Measure 50 Push open jazz hands two times to right, then two times to left.
Measure 51 Snap with right hand high, left low and alternate on every beat.
Measure 52 All have hands high and shaking jazz hands.
Measure 53 With each accented chord in accompaniment, pose a different way using hands, faces,

props. On final accent, freeze the final pose or position  Make it exciting and fun to see.


